	
  

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, REFUSE
Age: Grades 2-6
Lesson Plan One: Forever Plastic
Objective: To rethink consumer packaging and the value of plastic by introducing the
choice to REFUSE.
Background: Forever Plastic is the story of one woman’s efforts to live plastic free.
That experiment turned into a lifestyle commitment for Taino Uitto who continues to live
plastic free long after her project ended. She taught me the fourth “R” – REFUSE – and
she caused me to make some lifestyle changes along the way.
Activity: For one week have students collect all the plastic packaging that is left from
their lunches and recesses. After that week, have students group their plastics into the
number category that is indicated on the plastic (e.g. all the numbered 1 plastics in one
group, twos in another and so on). Plastics numbered 1 and 2 have the highest rate of
recycling, all the rest have a less than 1% recycling rate (which means they are not
commonly recycled).
Next, research which numbers are recycled in your school or neighbourhood. Find our
what is done with these items (are they turned into something else e.g. flooring, park
benches, etc.). If you discover items that have numbers but aren’t actually recycled in
your area, try to find a solution for how to dispose of them. Can you make or create
something out of them?
Group Discussion: Why does some packaging have a number on it, suggesting that
it can be recycled, when in fact its rate of recycling is very, very low? Do you find this
misleading? Do any of your findings surprise you? What do you think happens to those
numbered items that rarely get recycled?
Challenge: Make a recycling system for your classroom or your school based on the
numbers you’ve discovered are recyclable. Can you compost paper towels in your area?
Can your recycling system extend beyond your classroom and into the bathrooms, the
staff room or the hallways?

	
  
More info contact: info@enufsaid.com

